Ball and Roller Bearing Company
Danbury, CT
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Photograph 1: April, 1988
East facades and north elevations, looking south.
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Photograph 2: April, 1988 by William Devlin
East facades and north elevation of company office (Joseph Nutt House) and oldest part of factory.
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Photograph 3: July 1984 by William DeVin
East facade and south elevation of
Company office (Joseph Nutt House)
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Photograph 4: April, 1988 by William Devlin
West elevation, showing fire-damage to left
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Photograph 5: April, 1988 by William Devlin
Hardenin Building, south facade, looking northeast
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Photograph 6 : April, 1988 by William Derlin
Interior, first floor of factory building
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Photograph 7. April, 1988 by William Devlin
Interior, second floor of factory building
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Photograph 8: April, 1988 by William Derlin

Framing detail, factory building
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Photograph 9: April, 1988 by William Devlin
Interior, second floor of company office (Joseph Nutt House)